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ABSTRACT

Though slowly improving, the majority of modern real-time productions—chiefly
consisting of video games—tend to be lacking detail and flexibility in facial animation. A
new facial rig is devised by investigating both the game asset development pipeline as
well as current facial setup and animation schemes. The resultant rig hybridizes several of
these solutions and not only attempts to address the issue of detail in facial animation but
also usability and efficiency in its controller setup.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Due to its importance to human empathy and characterization, facial animation
continues to be a primary concern in computer-rendered productions. While films have
steadily made progress in the accuracy and fidelity of their portrayals, real-time productions—being primarily oriented towards rapid movement and action—have traditionally
placed facial animation on a low priority, impeding its progress until relatively recently.
While this approach has led to an acceptance of simple facial animations, recent productions have utilized high-tech solutions to vastly improve the quality of faces, raising the
standard for future titles.
As these techniques are fairly expensive to deploy, a need for a detail-oriented facial setup that is feasible for all productions still exists. The solution presented in this thesis mimics the arrangement of the most essential joints from expensive facial motion capture techniques, allowing most of the detail to be reproduced. This approach is then combined with a controller scheme that takes the strong elements of two common facial setups to create an easy-to-use yet capable interface. The rig is applied to a model created
according to game asset conventions and considerations to demonstrate its viability under
typical real-time conditions.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

At the most basic level, 3D animations are comprised of geometry and joints—the
former being the object(s) visible by the viewer and the latter being invisible points representing a skeleton that defines and stores the actual motion for said geometry. Given
the relative complexity and volume of the mathematics involved to animate a 3D scene,
early computer animations were exclusively pre-rendered by necessity. As computers increased in computing power, however, real-time applications of 3D animation began to
be worthwhile, most usually in the form of games. The restriction of real-time performance, however, meant that games were required to render many orders of magnitude
faster than their pre-rendered counterparts; therefore, their assets and corresponding level
of detail were also vastly reduced. This condition led to a special mindset in game asset
development where the relationship between geometry and joints was studied in the context of the intended final application, sacrificing detail where possible to attempt to construct the most efficient assets.
2.1 – Restrictions of Game Asset Development
While this approach resulted in drastic overall reduction in quality of real-time
assets compared to pre-rendered versions (Figure 2.1), one of the most notable sacrifices
was facial animations. Given the focus of games on action and the relative complexity of
the human face versus the possibility of more actors, effects, or objects in a scene, this
choice was understandable. Game characters in the 1990’s therefore tended to possess
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static faces with blinking implemented via texture animation. Even into the early and
mid-2000’s, facial animation expanded only to the addition of simple geometric eyelids
and a single jaw joint for speaking (Figure 2.2). The steady progress of processing power,
however, eventually led to serious attempts at real-time facial animation, where complex
mouths and eyebrows were introduced (Figure 2.3). While still obviously flawed compared to pre-render detailing, these features represented a huge step for the field and soon
became the new standard for real-time facial animation. While many current games remain near this quality, recent work has begun to close the detail gap with pre-renders.

Figure 2.1 Two images from Final Fantasy 8: a character rendered in a non-interactive pre-rendered sequence (left); the same character in-game (right) [Japa10]
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Figure 2.2 Examples from Deus Ex and Halo [Gian11-1] [Make09]

Figure 2.3 Facial animation in Half-Life 2, one of the earliest games to feature fully animated faces
[Klow09] [Beau12]
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2.2 – Related Work
The more recent of these, LA Noire, has received a large amount of attention for
its facial animation (Figure 2.4). Predating LA Noire by a year, Yakuza 4 also received
praise for its facial animation using a refined version of technology from its predecessor
[Wiki10] (Figure 2.5). While not as detailed as LA Noire’s, Yakuza’s scheme is more
flexible in producing the look of the character and uses technology to automatically generate most speech animations given an audio recording and tone.

Figure 2.4 LA Noire: the motion capture setup shown next to the result produced in the game engine (left);
more sample poses showing the range of expressions possible (right) [Appe11]
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Figure 2.5 Yakuza 4 example expressions—faces were modeled by a 3D scanner but animation was not
motion-captured [Gian11-2]

Both these games’ solutions, however, still carry restrictions. LA Noire’s facial
capture setup is noted to be very expensive—partially resulting in one of the highest
budgets ever allocated for a game—and also restricts the characters to share the appearances of their actors. Yakuza’s scheme, while both cheaper and more flexible than LA
Noire’s, lacks some detail and requires significant resources to be used in all situations.
To compensate, the game switches to a more conventional facial rig for most of the
game. In addition, the system is heavily reliant on proprietary technology.
Another recently emerging option for real-time productions is blend shapes.
Blend shapes involve using multiple copies of the same base geometry that have been
explicitly sculpted by an artist to be as accurate as possible. These copies are then linked
to the original neutral pose and the vertices’ 3D transforms are linearly interpolated, or
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“blended,” between the copy and original to produce animation. Blend shapes have been
the traditional solution for pre-rendered productions for a long time, giving complete control of detail to the artists; however, blend shapes do have limitations. Most game engines
do not support blend shapes and even as ubiquity increases, blend shapes are a case-bycase solution. A separate blend shape must be created for each errant deformation, adding
a significant amount of preparation work for artists and potentially making character design changes much more costly, as well as using significantly more memory—another
heavily limited resource in real-time applications (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 A small sample of the mesh copies necessary for blend shape setups; high-detail setups such as
those used in movies may require over a hundred blend shapes per character—the original caption for this
image mentions this character uses more than 50 [Lora09]
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2.3 – Common Current Facial Setups
A facial animation scheme that can provide improved animation detail and flexibility with a relatively low deployment cost is thus still needed. These requirements tend
to rule out facial motion capture options; therefore, traditional manual animation methods
need to be used. Another issue consequently arises: control schemes. The two most
common schemes for hand-animating faces are Graphical User Interface-based (GUI) and
direct point controls.
The first and most common scheme is GUI-based, which abstracts the face as a
2D interface. Within this interface type, two more subtypes exist: the 1D/2D slider and
the symbolic face. The slider interface is simply a series of sliders arranged near the face
that map to certain facial actions (Figure 2.7). This setup is relatively simple and allows
the rigger to add automatically animating elements for predictable secondary motion, retaining detail but reducing animator workload. As each control, however, does not match
the appearance of the affected part of the face, nor does the slider necessarily match the
motion, animation requires constant searching and reading through the controls as well as
memorization of the mapping from each slider to achieve the intended result.
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Figure 2.7 Slider interface for facial controls [Osip07]

The second subtype, the symbolic face, uses the same core techniques as the slider interface but adds extra time in the rigging process to address the aforementioned core
flaw of the slider setup (Figure 2.8). The popularity of these schemes is not without merit
as they have many advantages. In addition to all the advantages of slider UIs (user interfaces), they are extremely easy to use: the controls share the same appearance and general
motion of the parts they affect, allowing both for fast reading of the facial state as well as
facilitating learning. Also, given that “under the hood,” every action is technically a linear interpolation between two extreme states, these control schemes work for both keyed
joint and blend shape setups, allowing for a standard rig independent of the core techniques.
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Figure 2.8 Symbolic controls for facial animation [Litt10]

The ease of use of these schemes, however, also contributes to their primary
weakness. These techniques are typically used for stylized characters as more realistic
details become difficult, or even impossible, to represent in the space of the UI. Since the
UI is separate from the face itself, it also uses screen real estate for the animator, a seemingly minor but practically significant issue. Finally, some of these sliders become so
numerous that they cannot all be graphically represented; instead, they may be implemented as channel controls, putting them in a separate location from the rest of the con-
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trols altogether. This layout may result in animator confusion or in extreme cases, complete obfuscation of the additional functionality altogether.
The other main type of control scheme is direct point controls. This scheme is
simply comprised of several points available on the face, corresponding to their own areas of influence (Figure 2.9). Usually, these points directly correlate to the underlying joint
(occasionally they are simply the joints themselves), making the controls easy for the rigger to set up. Improved detail can also simply be added by creating more joint/control
pairs, allowing for as much detail as the animator is willing to handle. Additionally, the
controls are relatively intuitive as their locations provide direct clues to their functions,
though further improvements are possible by shaping the controls. This solution, however, usually does not include much automatic animation, requiring the user to animate
large numbers of points for small or basic actions; thus, these controls tend to be less
common than UI controls except for cases where superior detail is necessary.
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Figure 2.9 Direct point control schemes; controls guided by curves to enhance smoothness by influencing
nearby controllers when a single point is moved (left); a more conventional control setup, with each controller corresponding to a joint (right) [Mdee07] [Hill09]

Though the “cutting edge” of real-time facial animation is promising, the average
game is unable to utilize these technologies. The complexity of implementing non-trivial
facial animation remains a deterrent to most low and medium-budget studios from pursuing it. This unfilled niche presents an opportunity to develop a new facial setup.
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CHAPTER THREE
IMPLEMENTATION

Several goals for a new setup become apparent given the aforementioned issues: a
high ratio of potential detail and accuracy to resources (geometry, joints, and rigging
solvers), high compatibility with current game engines, low-cost requirements, intuitive
controls, and ease of animation. A hybrid of the symbolic face controls and the direct
point control is devised in order to meet these goals, wherein the core structure of the rig
is arranged in a point control manner, but with a hierarchical controller structure to allow
variable levels of detail. This design ideally combines the potential detail of direct point
control with the superior interface of symbolic controls.
3.1 – Background on the Importance of Mesh Structure
Given that geometry and animation are tightly related in a real-time environment,
establishing many of the considerations in the modeling stage is important before addressing the main rig. The most well-known of these considerations in real-time environments is the “poly count”—simply the number of polygons comprising a model—
which is one of the most basic measures of resources for real-time graphics. When the
issue of poly count is necessarily balanced with achieving as much detail as possible,
however, more nuanced considerations such as edge flow and uniformity emerge. In order to create a model which will create the lowest number of issues in the long-term,
these four concepts—poly count, detail, edge flow, and uniformity—must all be balanced
with each other.
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Edge flow refers to the geometric structure of a model. A three-dimensional
form in computer graphics is primarily described by its vertices, with many different possible arrangements of edges for any given set of vertices. Good edge flow means that these edges are structured with the object’s form and potential animations in mind by following these general guidelines: edges should follow potential deformation areas and
edges should be continuous across multiple polygons. The primary advantage of these
efforts is naturally accurate deformation. For example, the following image shows how
the edges of the quads line up with the levator muscles in anatomy as well as forming an
unbroken ring (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Mouth region modeled taking into account edge flow

Uniformity refers to the relative spacing of edges and vertices on a model. A high
uniformity for regular forms such as smooth, slowly changing surfaces can minimize
polygons necessary to represent said surface, resulting in efficient models. Other benefits
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to uniformity are an enhanced workflow for texture artists and significantly improved
smoothing for extended pipelines such as those involving normal map generation. In the
context of a face, where some features are significantly more detailed than others, attempting to achieve overall uniformity is counterproductive, but regional uniformity is
advantageous. For example, due to the edge flow of the face, the areas around mouth and
between the eyes require higher density than the cheek area. Within their respective regions, however, the quads are of relatively similar size, allowing polygon savings on the
cheek area, which does not require the same density of the other regions to be adequately
defined (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Regional uniformity: the areas around the mouth and between the eyes (circled in red) and the
area at the cheeks (circled in green) have significantly different densities but are locally uniform
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Given that poly count, detail, edge flow, and uniformity are not fully compatible,
complex models such as faces often offer several tradeoffs between these features. In order to accommodate regional uniformity, edges must collapse or split to allow for varying
densities, resulting in collapse points (Figure 3.3) and “star points” (Figure 3.4), where
extra edges must converge, thereby breaking edge continuity. Collapse and star points
should be handled carefully and minimized as much as possible, as they often create difficulties when deforming and smoothing.

Figure 3.3 Several collapse points throughout the model
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Figure 3.4 Star points throughout the model

Now that bump maps/normal maps and ambient occlusion maps have become
ubiquitous, the last major consideration when modeling for real-time assets is determining which of the details can be more efficiently represented by said maps. These techniques potentially allow for significant savings on geometric complexity while sacrificing
little detail. Fine details, areas that can be generally seen as flat, and surfaces with relatively small numbers of possible viewing angles are common candidates for applying these techniques. In the case of this character, the most notable examples are the wrinkles on
the lips and the ear (Figure 3.5). Additionally, the ridges of the eyelids and eyebrows are
also entirely added via the normal map, as well as a subtle texture across the entire skin.
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Figure 3.5 Ear base geometry (left); significantly improved detail with normal map applied (right)

The body presents one more issue worth noting in the modeling stage of the game
asset pipeline: volume preservation for elements that heavily bend, such as elbows and
knees. Since blend shapes have been the conventional method of resolving this problem,
a commonly accepted real-time alternative is to adopt a special edge structure for such
areas. By splitting the edge on the outside of the joint, the inside of the joint will better
preserve volume upon heavy deformation [Poly09] (Figures 3.6 and 3.7).
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Figure 3.6 Conventional modeling edge structure (left); split inner joint structure (right)

Figure 3.7 Conventional edge deformed (left); split inner joint deformed (right)

3.2 – Joint Layout
With the model’s features complete, the basic joint setup can now be examined.
The layout was determined by examining many existing medium-density facial motion
capture solutions (Figure 3.8). These solutions were then compared to the model’s geo-
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metric structure and facial anatomy to determine the essential and most efficient places to
place joints. The lower face region of the rig can provide several examples of how this
rationale is applied. First, the levator muscles (the muscles along the sides of the nose to
the corners of the mouth) need at least one set of joints because of their prominent yet
nonlinear behavior. Secondly, the cheek area does not have the geometric density to support more than a couple of joints and thus, care should be taken to place necessary joints
in optimal locations. Finally, areas that have potentially complex deformations, such as
the lips, will need a relatively dense joint arrangement to duplicate the proper behavior.

Figure 3.8 Examples of medium density facial motion capture: too few capture points results in the detail
of the model becoming too low to be useful; too many results in increased difficulty of isolating essential
points [Auto08]

Several special joints included in this layout serve unique functions; however, the
most important are those intended to fill simple roles normally handled by blend shapes.
These “shaping joints” are placed in areas that are commonly poorly handled by normal
joint deformations but otherwise represent easily replicated behavior, such as the corners
of the mouth (Figure 3.9). These joints are not available to the animator and are instead
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handled by the rigger, who sets the joints to automatically animate based on triggers. In
this implementation, these shaping joints are used to preserve volume in areas relating to
jaw deformation, which typically involve significant amounts of stretching and compression. As an example, without this sort of handling, the previously mentioned corners of
the mouth would remain constant whether the mouth was open or closed. This behavior, a
shortcoming common in real-time productions until relatively recently, became wellknown as the “nutcracker” mouth (Figure 3.10). A pair of shaping joints in the cheeks
also adds a subtle cheek collapse when the mouth is open to further add detail to the
stretching areas of the jaw-opening animation. In the case of the area under the chin, the
issue is compression, and without shaping joints these areas typically suffer noticeable
loss of volume or clipping (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.9 Some of the shaping joints (shown highlighted) used in the face
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Figure 3.10 Without volume preservation (left); with volume preservation (right)

Figure 3.11 Loss of volume (left); clipping (center); shaping joint (right)

The jaw also used another joint for its special rotational behavior. Though the jaw
may be modeled as a simple pivot rotation at the joint on a basic level, when the jaw
opens, the hinge simultaneously slides forward, resulting in an imperfect arc (Figure
3.12). In an effort to retain as much of the rotation-only setup as possible, two joints were
used to model this behavior. The upper joint is the main jaw joint, while the bottom joint
is placed at a distance such that the arc formed by rotating it mimics a diagonal transla-
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tion of the upper joint (Figure 3.13). These joints were then rigged with a driven key to
automatically trigger whenever the mouth was opened by the jaw controller.

Figure 3.12 X-ray of a jaw closed and opened; while difficult to depict without motion, the outer curve of
the jaw is displaced [Eric09]

Figure 3.13 Joints for the jaw circled in red
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Similar to the function of the lower jaw joint, each lip joint also includes a joint
above it that mimics an element of translation (Figure 3.14). This setup allows the rig to
emulate a few of the more complex capabilities of lips such as rolling and sneering.
Though these joints are also triggered by driven keys like the jaw, they encounter an additional issue of unintentional triggering of the driven key. Specifically, since one of the
goals of the rig was to include controls that maintain their positions relative to the elements they affect, the lower lip controllers were set to follow the jaw controller when
opened. This approach resulted in movement of the lower lip controllers in world space
even though their local transforms remained unmodified, triggering the translation-driven
keys whenever the jaw was opened, even if the lip controllers remained unmodified. The
solution to this problem was the introduction of distance utility objects attached to each
lip joint/controller pair (Figure 3.15). By attaching one of the ends of each of these objects to a predefined anchor point and the other to the controller, the driven key can be set
to trigger only on a change of distance, instead of being reliant on Maya’s underlying
transformation priorities.
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Figure 3.14 Lip roll joints

Figure 3.15 Distance elements highlighted
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3.3 – Hierarchical Controller Scheme
As previously mentioned, the controllers are set up similarly to a direct point control scheme, but are arranged in a hierarchy. The hierarchy was created using a mindset
similar to that of dynamic level-of-detail scaling found in real-time games, where the core
details of a level were determined by their viability at certain distances. The core controls
are designed for rapid animation, providing a clean interface for the most common and
visible actions: head rotation, jaw opening and closing, brow shifting, blinking and a
look-at controller (Figure 3.16). The next level in the hierarchy includes the level 1 controllers, which provide adequate control to create most expressions in all but the most extreme detail, and add the ability to deform the brow, individual sections of the lip, individual eye look-at, and mouth corners (Figure 3.17). Finally, the level 2 controllers provide control over the more subtle or uncommon applications: cheek puff, segmented lip
controls, and individual tweaking of the nose and levator muscles (Figure 3.18). The implementation of this hierarchical scheme varies, depending on the influences of each individual controller; some are simply parented under the higher level controller while others require point or parent constraints (which differs from normal parenting), allowing the
rigger to insert additional behavior or exceptions as necessary.
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Figure 3.16 Core controls in yellow

Figure 3.17 Level 1 controls in red
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Figure 3.18 Level 2 controls in green

3.4 – Controller Deformations
The ability of higher-level controls to deform and transform based on modifications to their lower-level components contributes to the usability of this hierarchical control scheme. For example, in the case of the eyebrow controllers, a lack of deformation at
the core level when the level 1 elements were animated could impede readability and create confusion by creating apparently inconsistent states (Figure 3.19). This functionality
is implemented via cluster deformers, arranged such that each sub-controller handles the
cluster associated with it, with an extra cluster inserted between each sub-controller pair.
The end clusters are then not only point-constrained to their associated controller but also
aim-constrained to the center so that the control points of the curve will rotate as well and
avoid pinching (Figure 3.20). At this point, however, several issues must be resolved.
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First, when modeling the controller, deformation behavior and number of sub-controllers
must be known to create the NURBS curve. If too many control points are created, the
clusters will be difficult to control; if too few, the deformation will simply lose shape.

Figure 3.19 Deformed core controllers (left); non-deformed (right)

Figure 3.20 Cluster arrangement shown

Similarly to the previously mentioned lower lip problem, one of the original issues with this controller deformation setup was rotation priority. In the case of the lower
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lip, even though parenting kept the transform channels unmodified, movement in world
space triggered the driven keys that had been set. The original implementation of the
eyebrow controller deformation assumed this behavior would be consistent and instead of
parenting, point constraints were used. This approach created a problem of double transformation: when the higher-level controller was translated, the lower-level controllers
would move at twice the rate, breaking their synchronization. Though several workarounds were attempted, the best solution was simply to parent the lower-level controllers
under the higher-level one. This discrepancy in behavior, as with the issue of the lower
lip, suggests that Maya handles driven keys and normal transforms at different priorities.
3.5 – Controller Translation
For the same reasons that controller deformation was implemented for the eyebrow controllers, the controllers for the corners of the mouth also had feedback built into
them. Instead of deforming, these controllers translate and rotate to maintain a relative
distance and orientation to the corner of the mouth, allowing the animator to easily track
the state of the mouth even when the mouth deforms to an “o” shape (Figure 3.21). The
translation component in this scheme is implemented by parenting the controller to a
group and then constraining that group to another element driven by the jaw, producing
movement which mimics that of the mouth corner geometry. Locators are then constrained to both the upper and lower jaw so that they will remain in a position halfway
between the two (Figure 3.22). The mouth corner controller groups are then aimconstrained to these locators, which give them the rotation functionality.
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Figure 3.21 Mouth corners neutral (left); mouth corners deformed (right) with controllers highlighted

Figure 3.22 Locators highlighted in white
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3.6 – Tongue Controller Setup
The final controllers requiring special setup were those for the tongue. For ease of
use, the controllers are arranged so that the tip controller is the main driver, with a secondary controller located further back in the mouth to control the tongue’s curvature
(Figure 3.23). This structure means that in order to maintain the synchronous behavior
between the controller and the geometry that the rest of the rig shares, the secondary controller needs to both modify and be modified by the IK chain that controls the tongue.
Typical rigging techniques would result in forming a cyclical relationship between the
controller and the IK solver, which would ultimately break the rig. The first step to the
solution was to parent the second controller under a point-on-poly-constrained locator on
the tongue, which attaches an object to a specific vertex on a mesh, allowing the controller to be indirectly driven by the joint chain. Though this setup technically avoids a cyclic
relationship in Maya, it still logically applies its own transforms to itself, resulting in another double transformation problem whereupon the second controller moves twice as far
as any transform applied to it. This second problem was fixed by parenting the controller
under a group which always carries the negative transforms of the controller. Though the
controller technically continues to suffer from having its transforms applied twice, the
parent applies the inverse once, effectively negating the double transformation and results
in the correct behavior. This solution is implemented by manually linking the transforms
of the controller to the parent group and inverting them with a multiply-divide utility
node (Figure 3.24).
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Figure 3.23 Tongue neutral (left); tongue extended (right)

Figure 3.24 The parent relationship of the controller and the group (left); the node network showing their
transform link (right)

Through careful managing of the geometry and joints, an efficient yet flexible facial setup was implemented. By applying a visually oriented controller scheme to this
setup, a usable, capable, and easily deployable facial rig was created, though not without
flaws. The details and limitations of this rig are further outlined in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

The resultant face model has a base polygon count of 3,801, and up to 6,369 if the
fully modeled teeth and tongue are included. The finished rig, at 54 joints, has a wide
range of expressions available which can be quickly produced, not only in still poses but
also in motion (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). A similar character built with the same process
shows the working facial rig when imported into the Unity game engine (Figure 4.3);
however, several limitations remain with this approach.

Figure 4.1 Various sample expressions
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Figure 4.2 Various sample expressions (continued)
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Figure 4.3 Sample frames of Unity character

4.1 – Limitation: Skin Pulling
One of the limitations of this setup is that it technically does not correctly model
cases where skin pulls across the surface. Examples of this behavior are eyebrow movement and heavy flexing of the neck where the skin moves upward. As seen in Figure 4.4,
the geometric structure of the model changes when the brow is raised. This behavior is
not anatomically accurate: in reality the brow shape is formed by the skull, and when the
brow moves, muscles pull the skin across the bone, maintaining the structure but changing the surface. Even conventional rigs suffer from this limitation, with the only apparent
solution being animated texture maps. This solution has the further complication that the
rig must be aware of where the skin movement ends and must smoothly compress the
texture along the correct UV polygons.
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Figure 4.4 Neutral brow (left); deformed brow (right)

4.2 – Limitation: Lip Pucker
Another limitation is that the lips cannot fully pucker. While in reality lips can
pucker to the point of curving upward and forming a near-perfect circle, this implementation is only able to extend the lips with some minor compression (Figure 4.5). Though
this state is still visibly a pucker and can be used in situations requiring such, it is significantly inaccurate. The main reason for this limitation is the geometric structure of the
mouth model along with the simplified rig. In reality, puckering lips simultaneously experience horizontal compression, outward stretching, and rolling. Though this behavior is
possible to model with a pure joint rig, significantly more joints are needed, further increasing difficulty of setup as well as resources required. Conversely, traditional blend
shape-based rigs tend to handle lip pucker quite well, though they are also not entirely
accurate.
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Figure 4.5 Current limit of puckering lips

4.3 – Limitation: Neck Muscle Twist
The neck also poses a couple of additional issues, with the first being its anatomy.
For example, when the neck turns, the sternocleidomastoid muscles (the prominent muscles that start at the sides of the head and run down the neck, connecting between the collarbones) become significantly more visible when opposite of the resultant facing direction (Figure 4.6). If the head is then tilted back, the muscle subsides once again even if
the previous facing direction is maintained. Since this behavior is due to the interaction of
skin with several underlying structures, it is difficult to replicate with a joint setup.
Though blend shapes handle this neck behavior reasonably well, it is most accurately reproduced using a muscle-based rig.
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Figure 4.6 Neutral neck in profile (left); neck turned (right)

Another problem with the neck is that due to its range of motion, weight painting
the relatively low-poly joint-based rig is difficult. For example, if the neck is tilted as far
back as possible, the front side experiences extensive stretching. On the other hand, if
twisted to either side as far as possible, the neck experiences extensive twisting. The current implementation can be set up to competently handle only one of these cases at a
time, and because prioritizing the back tilt also results in better jaw deformation, the sideto-side deformation became the tradeoff (Figure 4.7). The simplest solution to this problem is simply to increase the number of polygons, allowing more space for the deformation to spread.
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Figure 4.7 Clipping noticeable when the neck experiences sufficient twisting

These limitations show flaws in the existing functions of the rig as a result of
some of the more aggressive tradeoffs made in the design. These limitations are not the
only areas that could benefit from additional attention in future iterations, however. Several further improvements can be made to both detail and usability by extending the rig
with new systems and features.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Through design decisions at every point in the asset pipeline, this setup attempts
to create an ideal balance between several goals. By using joints instead of blend shapes,
compatibility is improved for game engines and pipelines. Hybrids of the strongest elements in existing rigging schemes allow the rig to retain practicality when handanimating detailed expressions, while careful modeling and arrangement of rig elements
improves efficiency.
These advantages would allow more companies and individuals who do not have
access to the high-budget technologies of the current industry bests, such as L.A. Noire,
to efficiently create competent facial animations. Furthermore, this approach may result
in an increased focus on the story aspects of a game due to the increased emotive capabilities of its characters, and potentially raise the average overall quality of facial animations
in real-time productions. A noticeable gap in detail, however, remains between this implementation and those such as L.A. Noire’s, which could be narrowed via several possible improvements.
5.1 – Artificial Eye Refraction
The first of these improvements involves creating an artificial refraction scheme
for the eyeball. The eye is currently modeled as a simple sphere with a conventional set
of textures for its appearance (Figure 5.1). Though this implementation works well at far
and even medium distances, it appears strange when viewed closely. Anatomically, the
eye bulges at the iris area (Figure 5.2) and refracts light in a particular way, slightly but
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noticeably affecting the appearance of the iris at various angles. Pre-rendered productions
often directly model this behavior, but because refraction is an expensive operation that is
typically not worth its cost in real-time productions, many ignore it completely. With a
camera-aware setup, however, the iris of the eye may be separated from the rest of the
eye and rigged to follow the camera at multiple viewing angles, constituting an efficient
way to fake the refraction effect.

Figure 5.1 Current eyeball geometric structure with texture applied

Figure 5.2 Anatomical diagram showing the shape of the eye in profile [Glau11]
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5.2 – Control Hull
Another possible area of improvement would be the addition of a “control hull” to
better guide the 3D controller interface. As previously mentioned, the current rig avoids
a 2D interface to improve the link between controller and the affected area. One drawback to this scheme, however, is that because the animator is only able to work on a 2D
plane at any point in time, some animations (such as those with large cheek or mouth
corner movements) require additional finessing and camera adjustment to maintain proper 3D positioning when animated. Maya’s geometry constraint, which allows an object to
be constrained within the volume of another model, may present a solution to this issue.
By creating hidden geometry that functions as the limits of a controller, that controller
may be forced to move along an axis otherwise non-manipulable due to the animator’s
current camera angle, speeding up certain animations (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 An example of the appearance of the control hull geometry
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The primary issue regarding this implementation is regulating the animator’s level
of control. If the control hull is too lenient, it will not effectively do its job, but if it is too
stringent, it will limit the capability of the rig. Another noteworthy consideration is that
since this functionality is provided by geometry, care should be taken to avoid importing
the control hulls into a game engine, unnecessarily adding to the poly count. Possible solutions to this issue are either to bake animations and delete the control hull before exporting, to create an exception for the importing program to ignore control hull geometry,
or to utilize non-polygonal geometry such as NURBS for the control hull.
5.3 – Flexed Normal Map
The detail of the rig could be further improved by providing the ability to swap
specific UV polygons between two different sets of texture maps Through the creation of
a separate normal map that shows all the ridges and wrinkles of skin when the face muscles are flexed, and a selective replacement of parts of the original normal map with it,
extra wrinkles and details can be added (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). Though deformations, such
as the example shown between the eyes, would be fairly simple, certain areas need special attention. For example, instead of fading the entire feature in and out at once, the levator muscles would also need to be progressively faded lengthwise from the nose down
to the mouth.
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Figure 5.4 The original head with normal map (left); the “flexed” normal map (right)

Figure 5.5 A mockup showing the extra detail between the eyes when the two maps are selectively merged
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In conclusion, this setup hybridizes a control scheme from traditional rigs in order
to allow for a usable and easily deployable facial rig. The facial setup’s uncommon visual
approach emphasizing 3D space and various methods of controller feedback further contributes to these goals. Additionally, the relatively low-resource nature of the rig allows
it to be applied easily to a real-time environment, with the purpose of expanding the accessibility of facial animation for lower-budget developers and weaker platforms while
sacrificing as few details as possible.
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